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Abstract— A large number of ethical hacking competitions are
organized worldwide as Capture The Flag (CTF) events. But
there does not exist a framework to evaluate and rank CTFs that
will guide participants as to which CTF’s to participate. In a
CTF event, the participants are required to either solve a set of
challenges to gain points or they are required to defend their
system by eliminating the vulnerabilities while attacking other’s
system vulnerabilities. We are proposing a framework that
would evaluate and rank CTFs according to factors like
similarity of the tasks to the common critical vulnerabilities,
solvability of tasks, periodicity, training given prior to CTF,
geographical reach, problem solving skills etc. In the next step
these factors are systematically assigned weights using Analytic
Hierarchy Process. As part of frame work creation and
validation, ten CTFs have been analysed. Our analysis indicates
that: All CTFs fall in to one of the three categories (jeopardy,
attack-defence and mixed); CTFs often adopt popular software
vulnerabilities and threats as tasks to be solved; Only few CTFs
give formal training prior to the event; Complexity of the tasks
to be solved varies from CTF to CTF. Five CTFs were ranked
using the newly developed framework.
Keywords— CTF, Analytic Hierarchy Process, Framework,
Hacking, Vulnerability

I. INTRODUCTION
With the extensive use of internet, the world is increasingly
relying upon on cyber infrastructure. Criminals and hackers
make use of this environment in a better way than protectors
[1,2]. Hence there exist a crucial need to safeguard security
and privacy of applications and systems. With a view of
imparting training to students in the field of cyber security,
ethical hacking competitions are conducted worldwide.
Capture The Flag (CTF) is the best known ethical hacking
competition in the hacker community.
In CTF, the
participants are required to either solve a set of tasks or they
are required to defend their system by eliminating the
vulnerabilities while attacking other’s systems. Since CTFs
are usually run by security experts, it has become an emerging
criterion for cyber security education and research
[3].Although there are three different formats for organizing
CTF namely jeopardy, attack-defence and mixed, most of the
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CTF contests adopt jeopardy style [4].Jeopardy style CTF has
a series of tasks to be solved or answered whereas attackdefence style CTF provides a system with a set of vulnerable
services that are supposed to be eliminated , at the same time
attacking other’s systems.
Though large number of ethical hacking competition is
organized as CTF Worldwide, there does not exist any
framework to evaluate CTFs and rank them accordingly. This
paper addresses the development of framework that would
evaluate and rank CTF according to certain defined factors
called framework. Once the CTFs are rated with respect to a
framework, the quality of CTFs gets uplifted. Participation in
better rated CTFs helps the competitors to advertise their
capabilities to prospective researchers and employers. It also
helps the organizers who are new to CTF contest to conduct
superior CTFs by analysing the framework. Moreover, Cyber
security education can be standardized by mapping the
expertise they acquire by participating in CTFs with that of
the required skills.
.
II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
For the purpose of testing a participant’s problem solving
skills, CTF contests are organized by incorporating
innovations along with entertainment [3].Due to the extreme
shortage of talented security professionals, there exists a
critical need of holding CTFs [5].CTF act as a good platform
to gain knowledge and skills based on cyber security [6].
Hacking competitions help the students to get exposed to
real time scenarios. Here, students can gain hands on
experience by participating in CTF events. The skills acquired
while participating in CTFs are essentially useful, as recruiters
often look for such skill set in their prospective employees [7].
Nevertheless, there are students who lack the necessary skills
required for participating in hacking contest. Only few CTFs
such as InCTF and MIT LL educate and train participants
prior to the contest. They offer several sessions and lab tests
based on CTF so that students with inadequate skills can have
adequate practice which will enable them to perform
successfully [9]. As part of the training, students could study
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the code, system vulnerabilities and methods of overcoming
the vulnerabilities. They can learn methods of developing
scripts to secure their systems and explore other’s [10]. The
most challenging part in holding cyber security exercise is to
create the critical set of vulnerable services. It is essential to
keep services moderately complex [10,11].
In order to have a strong national cyber infrastructure that
encompasses talented security professionals, it is essential to
create awareness about cyber security careers. As an initiative
to create this awareness and to monitor and encourage the
development of US cyber security competitions, Department
of Homeland Security has a launched Cyber Competitions
Project (CCP) [12]. With a view to create awareness among
the citizens regarding cyber security, India’s national cyber
security policy has also initiated some awareness programs,
cyber security workshops and seminars. It urges public and
private organizations to work hand in hand in defending cyber
threats .The policy also promotes research in the field of cyber
security in collaboration with industries and academia [13]. It
is also advised to incorporate cyber security as part of the
academic curriculum of students of all levels [14].
Most of the security breaches occur due to lack of security
awareness. It is necessary to include security education as part
of undergraduate curriculum [15].It is not always essential to
have sophisticated set up to hold cyber security exercise. Even
a single faculty member can run several small scale cyber
security exercises in a variety of formats [16]. However,
hosting a large scale hacking competition is rather time
consuming and challenging [11].
DEF CON CTF is the biggest oldest and highly publicized
hacking contest. UCSB iCTF is one of the largest academic
CTF competitions [17]. Students participating in CTFs are
found to have a deep understanding on various security
aspects. Also CTF provide a good platform for the students to
interact with the hacker community [18].A drawback of CTF
contests is that the game is organized for a limited duration.
This helps participants to use common methods and strategies.
It is noticed that most of the CTF contests do not address
availability issues of real life scenarios [19].
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III. DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS
As part of the research study, ten CTFs have been analyzed
(Table 1).
TABLE I
DESCRIPTION OF CTF CONTESTS

CTF
contest
DEF CON
CTF

UCSB Ictf

CSAW
CTF

DESCRIPTION
Jeopardy for first round and attack-defence format
for final round, good incentives and recognition
offered, team size limited to 8, Challenges :-[SQL
injection, cross site scripting, buffer overflow,
timing attacks , heat exploits, malformed network
constructs etc.], 898 teams in DEF CON 2012, 2
rounds, qualification online and final onsite, Held
yearly, International. Official URL:
http://ddtek.biz/
Attack-defence format, good incentives and
recognition, no team size limitation, Challenges:
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PICO CTF

[Deobfuscation, binary, web, application security,
network security, reverse engineering, buffer
overflow etc], 71 teams participated in iCTF 2012,
1 round, Online, Held yearly, International.
Official URL: http://ictf.cs.ucsb.edu/
Jeopardy format, good incentives, no team size
limitation, Challenges:-[Exploitation, crypto,
cracking, web security etc], 49 teams participated
in Mozilla CTF 2012, 1 round, Online, Held once,
International.
Official URL:
https://wiki.mozilla.org/Security/Events/CTF
Jeopardy for first round and attack-defence format
for final round, good incentives, team size limited
to 7, Challenges:-[Attack other team’s services
and get flags. Solve the tasks. Keep their own
services running.], 154 teams participated in PHD
CTF 2012, 2 rounds, qualification online and final
onsite. Held yearly, International.
Official URL: http://quals.phdays.ru/
Attack-defence format, good incentives offered,
no team size limitation, Challenges: [SQL
injection, binary exploitation, buffer overflow,
reverse engineering, buffer overflow etc.], 82
teams participated in RuCTFe 2012, 1 round,
Online, Held yearly, International .Official URL:
http://ructf.org/e/
Jeopardy for first round and attack-defence format
for final round, good incentives offered, no team
size limitation, Challenges:-[ Crypto, reverse
engineering, forensics, web security etc], 260
teams participated in Hack.lu 2012, 1 round,
Online, Held yearly, International.
Official URL: http://hack.lu/
Jeopardy format, good incentives, team size
limited to 8, Challenges:-[Crypto, reverse
engineering, forensics, web security], 259 teams
participated in SECUINSIDE CTF 2013,
Conducted online, Held yearly, International.
Official URL: http://ctf.secuinside.com/
Attack-defence format, good incentives offered,
no team size limitation, Challenges:-[Binary
exploitation challenge, android cell phone
challenge, cryptographic challenge, code war
games etc], 76 teams participated rwth CTF 2012,
1 round, conducted online. Held yearly,
International. Official URL: http://ctf.itsec.rwthaachen.de/
Jeopardy for first round and attack-defence format
for final round, good incentives and recognition
offered, no team size limitation, Challenges:[ Trivia , Recon, Web, reversing, exploitation,
miscellaneous, crypto, etc], 1380 teams
participated, qualification online and final onsite,
Held yearly, International. Official URL:
https://ctf.isis.poly.edu/
Jeopardy format, good incentives offered, team
size limited to 8, Challenges:-[Crypto, reverse
engineering, forensics, web security, etc], 1938
teams participated, Conducted online, Held yearly,
International.
Official URL: https://picoctf.com/
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A. Performance of various CTFs
Difficulty level of a CTF can be mapped in to solvability of
tasks. Fig. 1 displays variation in the percentage of tasks
solved with respect to participated teams. Higher the
percentage of participated teams, higher the percentage of
solved tasks, easier the CTF is.

to the difficulty rating of the CTF. The framework looks at
this spectrum of variation for all problems within CTF. The
difficulty level increases with decrease in the percentage of
participants attempting and successfully solving problems.
C. . Ratio of ‘difficulty level’ of the task to the ‘solved ratio’
(ratio)
To normalize results, the difficulty levels are perceived as
a function of the number of the solved tasks. In contrast, easy
CTFs produce problems that may be easily solved.
D. Periodicity of CTFs (periodic)
The framework considers the yearly periodicity of the CTF
as a factor that affects the publicity and therefore participation
in the event. As an e.g. DEF CON CTF is one of the oldest
CTFs that began in 1996. Today it continues to remain as one
of the most coveted events from a cyber security contest
perspective. Also the higher the periodicity, the CTF
organizers would have a more refined, established gaming
architecture and scoring mechanisms.

Fig. 1 Graph showing performance of various CTFs

IV. CONSTRUCTION OF FRAMEWORK BY DEFINING FACTORS
A framework to gauge the relative importance of the
factors tested in CTFs is developed by identifying the ten most
important factors as detailed below. Weights are assigned to
each of them and all the CTFs are examined against each of
these factors. Points are then awarded after analyzing CTFs
against each factor. Rating is based on cumulative sum of
points corresponding to the weight of each factor. The factors
are elaborated in the following sections.
A. Challenge classification and mapping (vuln)
The CTF contests are first classified based on the types of
challenges they cover. These categories are then mapped to
well-known software development vulnerabilities and
OWASP vulnerabilities (vuln). Weightage is given to the
breadth of vulnerabilities covered. Higher the coverage within
the CTF, larger is the points. The well-known OWASP
vulnerabilities include injection flaws, buffer overflow, cross
site scripting, cross site request forgery, OS commanding,
remote file inclusion, path traversal etc.
B. Solvability of the tasks
This framework defines solvability as the percentage of
participants that are able to solve a certain percent of the
problems. As an e.g. a certain of questions in a contest could
be solved by a handful of participants. On the other hand,
there may be select problems that are only solved by a handful
of participants .This solvability factor is directly proportional
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E. Pre-contest training (training)
The objectives of CTFs can be gauged from the extent of
pre-contest participation it involves prior to the CTF. Some
CTFs are purely competitive and all participants compete for
winning. There are other CTFs that are far more educational
such as Pico, InCTF and MIT/LL CTFs. These have dedicated
rounds that enhance learning of specific skills in order to
compete in the final round. These learning rounds could also
be used to filter participants based on their skill set and
performance. This framework allots a higher rating for those
CTFs that offer such training sessions.
F. Incentives offered/Awards/ Recognition (incentive)
One of the key driving factors for participation in contests is
the incentive the winners receive. The cash or in kind gifts
worth certain amount vary between CTFs. Few selected CTFs
are so highly recognized in that participation itself is
considered for recognition.
G. Total number of participated teams (teams)
The magnitude in terms of number of registered and
participating teams reflects the contest size. Larger the
participants, the higher are its impact and therefore higher
points are given to CTFs that draw large crowds.
H. Assessment of hacking and problem solving skills (improv)
Using surveys that have a combination of questions that are
both technical and analytical, the extent of knowledge gain
from CTFs can be quantified. To our knowledge this level of
correlation is absent. Many times, CTFs being a team event,
individual knowledge gain quantification on various aspects
of problem solving is also absent. CTFs that include scientific
studies are considered superior in their overall design as per
this framework.
I. Geographic Reach (locality)
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CTF events are compared based on the distribution of
participants across the world. Traditionally international
contests draw larger participation, hence this framework
provide higher points to the same.
J. Scope of the contest (scope)
Restrictions on participation into the contests may depend
on various aspects such as age, enrolment in school and/or
university or professional career. Some CTFs are open to
public and this all-encompassing aspect heavily influences the
results. Our recommendation is that participation in a CTF
should screen participant background first and then enhance
their knowledge.

corresponding part of the matrix as shown in Table 4.
STEP
3

Sum columns of the matrix

STEP
4

Normalize the matrix

STEP
5

Find the average of the rows, this will be the weights
for the criteria

TABLE IVV
STEPS PERFORMED AS PER ANALYTIC HIERARCHY PROCESS

V. ASSIGNMENT OF WEIGHT TO THE FACTORS
USING ANALYTIC HIERARCHY PROCESS
Since all the factors are important, it is difficult to rank
them mentally and give weights. Hence Analytic Hierarchy
Process (AHP) [20,21] has been used to assign weights. The
process makes use of a pair wise comparison matrix. It helps
us to compare two factors at a time and put a value from the
scale as shown in Table 2.Intensity value indicates the
importance of one factor as compared to the others [20].
TABLE III
THE FUNDAMENTAL SCALE OF AABSOLUTE NUMBERS

Intensity

Description

1

Equal importance

2

Equal to moderate importance

3

Moderate importance

4

Consistencies of the weights have been verified. So, Table
5 displays the final framework.
TABLE V
FRAMEWORK WITH FACTORS AND WEIGHTS

Factors

Weights
25%

Moderate to strong importance

1. Classify the challenges to different categories.
Map the categories in to popular software
development vulnerabilities and OWASP
vulnerabilities (vuln).

5

Strong importance

2. Check whether tasks are solvable or not (solv)

17%

6

Strong to very strong importance

3. Calculate the ‘difficulty level’ of the task to
the ‘solved ratio’ (ratio)

18%

7

Very strong importance

4. How periodic the CTF event is (periodic)

4%

8

Very to extremely importance

5. Training given prior to CTF (training)

12%

9

Extreme importance

6.
Incentives offered/Awards/ Recognition
(incentive)

5%

7. Total number of participated teams (teams)

8%

8. Improvement in hacking and patching skills
(improv)

7%

9. Locality (locality)

2.5%

10. Scope (scope)

1.5%

Steps as shown in Table 3 are followed to get weights
according to Analytic Hierarchy Process.
TABLE IIIII
STEPS PERFORMED AS PER ANALYTIC HIERARCHY PROCESS

STEP 1

Create a comparison matrix: Ten factors are defined.
So a 10 x10 matrix is made listing 10 factors in the
row and column, so that comparisons can be made.

STEP
2

Perform comparisons taking two choices at a time. Pick
one suitable choice from the scale and assign it to the
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VI. ANALYSIS OF THE CTFS PER THE FRAMEWORK
Considering the availability of relevant data, the newly [2]
developed framework has been used to rank DEF CON CTF,
SECUINSIDE CTF, CSAW CTF, Mozilla CTF and PHD CTF.
[3]
Table 6 displays the rating process of CTFs.
[4]

TABLE VI
RATING OF CTFS
DEFCON CTF SECUINSIDE CTF CSAW CTF MOZILLA CTF PHD CTF
FACTORS

Weights

1. Challenge classification and mapping
2. Solvability of the tasks
3.Calculate the ‘difficulty level’ of the task
to the ‘solved ratio’
4. Periodicity of the CTFs
5. Pre-contest training
6.Incentives offered/Awards/ Recognition
7.Total number of participated teams
8.Assessment of hacking and problem
solving skills
9.Geographic reach
10. Scope of the contest
TOTAL POINTS

25%
17%

80.0 20.0 70.0
80.0 14.0 35.0

17.5
6.0

50.0 12.5 60.0
100.0 17.0 100.0

15.0 60.0 15.0
17.0 80.0 14.0

18%

80.0 15.0 80.0

14.0

80.0 14.0

60.0

11.0 80.0 15.0

4%
12%
5%
8%

100.0
50.0
100.0
50.0

4.0
6.0
5.0
4.0

14.0
0.0
75.0
95.0

0.6
0.0
3.8
7.6

58.0
50.0
85.0
96.0

2.0
6.0
4.0
8.0

5.0
40.0
50.0
50.0

1.0
5.0
2.0
4.0

14.0
50.0
50.0
25.0

1.0
6.0
3.0
2.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

7%
2%
3%

[5]

Final
Final
Final
Final
Final
Points
Points
Points
Points
Points
points
points
points
points
points

100.0 1.5 100.0
100.0 2.5 100.0
72.0

0.0
2.5
1.5
53.4

100.0 1.5 100.0
100.0 2.5 100.0
67.5

1.5 100.0 1.5
2.5 100.0 2.5
59.0
60.0

[6]

[7]
[8]

[9]
[10]

VII.
CONCLUSIONS
In the past five years, there has been a steady increase in the
number of Capture The Flag (CTF) type of competitions and
participation in them by engineering students. Cyber security
is a relatively young discipline, automatically attracts the
attention of internet generation kids and is linked to
technology based competitions like CTF. In the current
scenario, there does not exist a frame work to evaluate and
rank CTFs. We have created a new framework based on CTF
factors like similarity of the tasks to the common critical
vulnerabilities, solvability of tasks, periodicity, training given
prior to CTF, geographical reach, problem solving skills etc.
and assigned weights based on the Analytic Hierarchy
Process. Five CTFs have been successfully ranked using the
framework and results confirm that factors like Challenge
classification, Difficulty level, Solvability of tasks are much
more important than factors like pre-contest training,
geographical reach, incentives etc.
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